Jax Restaurant Reviews

ADVERTISING MENU
LOCALLY SOURCED, FRESH LEADS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Not only are we one of the most focused niches in Jacksonville, we are also one of the largest.
Our readers are literally salivating to try new things! They dine out regularly as a form of entertainment
and want to be "in-the-know". We know our readers are willing to put their money where their eyeballs
are.

Let us help you reach the people who will become your regular customers. We can customize any type of
promotion to make it work for you. We offer Social and Editorial promotional content and we can fit any
budget.

Editorial & Social
Let us use our voice to share your story
Speak to 70k+ readers where they spend most of
their time. We started JRR to shine a spotlight on
locally owned restaurants. Our focus is finding an
avenue to introduce our readers to your passion.

Get to know your future customers!
Our readers are:

82% are
Jacksonville
Residents

75% Female
25% Male

27% 25-34
25.5% 35-44
18% 45-54
18% 55+

Jax Restaurant Reviews

SPREAD THE WORD
How do you want us to tell your story?
Live Video →BEST VALUE!←

$700

The hottest way to reach the most people. We will come in and film a live streaming video with you and/or your
chef creating a dish or telling the story of your restaurant. We will plan and block out the video with you ahead of
filming, along with brainstorming topics that will draw more attention and customers. Live videos are approximately
7-10 minutes long.

Spotlight Article/Advertorial

$600

Together we’ll create a 500-750 word article including up to 5 photos to publish on our site. Shareable links to the
article will appear on our Facebook page and in our weekly newsletter. We can help brainstorm what topics will
draw more attention and customers.

Social Media Promotion

$600

Four weekly curated posts on our Instagram account over the course of one month. You provide the photos, or we
can come in and take them. We can help brainstorm what topics will draw more attention and customers.

Social Media Spotlight

$150 3 mo: $125

6 mo: $100

One shareable post on our Facebook page with up to 4 photos. You provide the photos, or we can come in and
take them. We can help brainstorm what topics will draw more attention and customers. Limit 2 per month.

Newsletter Sponsorship

$300 3 mo: $250

6 mo: $200

In an industry where less than 20% of email messages are opened, we average nearly 36% open rate! Even better than that, most restaurant related mailing lists experience a 1.4% click rate while we enjoy 11.5%.
Delivered every Friday at 4PM to 3,000+ foodies. Your sponsorship will include a clickable lead photo linked to
your social media or website, with clickable linked caption on 2 campaigns per month.

Social Media Takeover

$500

We will hand over our Instagram account to you for one day. Share behind the scenes photos and videos with our
followers, up to 4 posts and unlimited story posts.

Social Media Story

$400

We will work with you to create a 4-6 slide “story” for our Instagram account. Stories are the most immediate
method to reach local foodies, with several thousand engaging in the 24 hour period a story is live.

Blogger Event

$700

We will work with you to create a small, exclusive event for local bloggers and influencers to come enjoy your restaurant and share with their followers and circles.

Social Media Abroad
$350 3 mo: $300 6 mo: $250
One carousel of up to 4 photos posted across all of our social media channels- Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
Cover Photo Sponsorship

$100/week

Enjoy your photo or video featured as our cover photo on our Facebook Profile.

Flash Giveaway

$200 3 mo: $175

6 mo: $150

Partner with us and we’ll find the most effective social channel to offer a free giveaway to target your
demographic. We require giveaways to be valued at $50 or more.

Keep Spreading The Word
Three and six month packages give you the best value and the largest reach

3 Month Package
$1900 → $1500 =

$500/month

6 Month Package
$3600 → $2550 =

$425/month

Month 1: Live Video

Month 1: Live Video

Month 2: Spotlight Article/Advertorial

Month 2: Blogger Event

The hottest way to reach the most people.
We will come in and film a live streaming video with
you and/or your chef creating a dish or telling the
story of your restaurant. We will plan and block out
the video with you ahead of filming, along with
brainstorming topics that will draw more attention
and customers. Live videos are approximately 7-10
minutes long.
Together we’ll create a 500-750 word article
Including up to 5 photos to publish on our site.
Shareable links to the article will appear on our
Facebook page and in our weekly newsletter.
We can help brainstorm what topics will draw more
attention and customers.

Month 3: Social Media Promotion

Four weekly curated posts on our Instagram
account over the course of one month. You provide
the photos, or we can come in and take them.
We can help brainstorm what topics will draw more
attention and customers.

The hottest way to reach the most people.
We will come in and film a live streaming video with
you and/or your chef creating a dish or telling the
story of your restaurant. We will plan and block out
the video with you ahead of filming, along with
brainstorming topics that will draw more attention
and customers. Live videos are approximately 7-10
minutes long.
We will work with you to create a small, exclusive
event for local bloggers and influencers to come
enjoy your restaurant and share with their followers
and circles.

Month 3: Social Media Promotion

Four weekly curated posts on our instagram account
over the course of one month. You provide the
photos, or we can come in and take them. We can
help brainstorm what topics will draw more attention
and customers.

Month 4: Spotlight Article/Advertorial

Together we’ll create a 500-750 word article
including up to 5 photos to publish on our site.
Shareable links to the article will appear on our
Facebook page and in our weekly newsletter. We
can help brainstorm what topics will draw more
attention and customers.

Month 5: Instagram Video

TWO opportunities for video: Instagram Live, which
becomes an Instagram Story after the live stream
ends, and IGTV. With Instagram’s NEW IGTV roll
out, we can create a video with you and share it via
IGTV where it will stay in perpetuity, similar to videos on YouTube. We will come in and film a video
with you and/or your chef creating a dish or telling
the story of your restaurant. Videos are
approximately 7-10 minutes long.

Month 6: Instagram Takeover

We will hand over our Instagram account to you for
one day. Share behind the scenes photos and
videos with our followers, up to 4 posts and
unlimited story posts.
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Establishing Jax
Restaurant Reviews
has taken us on a
Advertising Program
journey that we could
never have anticipated. Several years ago, we set out to dine at a restaurant, hoping to be inspired.
The chosen restaurant was a personal favorite at the time. It was a wonderful little Mediterranean
restaurant in Atlantic Beach. As we walked up to the restaurant something seemed a little off. The
chef walked out nearly ready to shed a tear and told us that the power had been shut off and
unfortunately the restaurant would come to an end. This broke our hearts and that was when we
decided to try to change things. The idea that was born became Jax Restaurant Reviews. Since
then, we have been busy exploring Jacksonville’s rich culinary culture and eating our way through
our city. We have grown and have brought friends and family onboard, turning this into a true family
venture.
So who are we now? We are a group of passionate foodies that truly believe in the success of l
ocally owned restaurants. We exist to promote, encourage, and present to our readers and
followers the very best that the River City has to offer. Every decision we make as we grow is based
on how we can help small restaurants succeed. When we started, one of our biggest goals was to
spotlight great small restaurants with passionate chefs who are flying under the radar. We’ve done
that. In many cases this has led to great success stories where small restaurants who were
previously unknown have ended up on the radar screen and have seen huge increases in business.
Local restaurants truly have an uphill challenge against the big chains and their huge marketing
budgets. We have carved a niche, spotlighting hardworking, inspiring, visionary local chefs. Sometimes we forget there are people behind the creation of the food we eat every day. Those people
work endless hours and unpredictable schedules to create, design, and execute even what seems to
be a simple dish. These chefs are artists, through and through.
We have proven now, through the implementation of our Dinner Adventure Series, that one of the
best ways for us to help small restaurants grow is to feature them as one of our Dinner Adventure
restaurant partners. For those restaurant partners, we will pack a restaurant on a day that you’re
normally empty. We know that you will pull off an impressive meal and those who enjoyed it will
share that experience with their friends and come back. The guests of the event will leave with a
sense of your vision and have a new appreciation for your restaurant.
Finally, where are we going? We are rapidly expanding to becoming the biggest food blog in the
southeast. We are currently established in St Augustine, the Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill triangle,
and Charlotte, North Carolina. Our goal is to continue to grow and share our knowledge and proven
record in Jacksonville to help restaurants all around the country. We have created a project that
motivates us every day to get up and help someone, and we love every minute of that.

